
No1 Dad Trophy


To celebrate Fathers Day why not create your own trophy - 
you can customise this for anyone who is No1 to you!



Tools and Materials:


- Coloured Paper or Card

- Scissors

- Pencil

- Sellotape




First of all you need to cut your paper to be the right size 
for the body of the trophy, we used another piece of paper 
as a straight edge you can of course use a ruler if you like!

We cut our paper at roughly 1/2 - 1/3 of the whole paper


Take your piece of paper you cut and roll it up - you won’t 
need the whole length so roll it to the width you want and 
mark where to cut with your finger like so




Roll your paper back up and tape it where the ends meet to 
secure it into a tube shape







Now to make the base of your trophy - draw round the 
bottom of your tube - careful not to push in the sides whilst 
doing it







From your large circle to the inner circle cut all the way 
round as if making petals like so




Now you have your base you can put it in your tube, use a 
pencil to push it down to the bottom 


Once it is fully pushed down you can tape it, you can tape it 
from the inside to make it look neater but if it’s too hard to 
reach then you can tape it on the outside like so




Now to make the stem of your trophy, exactly like the body 
but smaller - use your leftover paper, cut, roll and attach




So you have the body and stem of your trophy - now for a 
base so it can balance! Draw out any shape you like - we 
chose a star because they are fun, cut it out and attach to 
stem like so 




So now you have a basic trophy you can add handles and 
decorations to transform it into a No1 trophy!


Attach all the bits you have cut out - we found the handles 
easiest if you bend them back on themselves as it looks 
more like actual trophy handles




And there you have it your very own No1 Dad Trophy!



